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Discover different types of trucks in this top-selling padded board book that encourages tiny fingers

to explore through tactile learning and develop fine motor skills while building an early language

foundation.Filled with real-life photography featuring touch-and-feel textures, Baby Touch and Feel:

Trucks is the perfect size for small hands. Its padded cover can withstand biting and throwing while

its thick sturdy board pages won't tear. With simple text and clear images, your baby will begin

learning color and shape recognition. Visit a fire truck, look at a cement mixer, and check out other

cool trucks.Perfect for the child obsessed with trucks, Baby Touch and Feel: Trucks puts you right

next to the best trucks there are to see.About the series: Baby Touch and Feel books are the

perfect series for the very youngest readers. These small, padded books excite babies and toddlers

with their foil and touch-and-feel covers. Each book in this affordable series contains twelve vibrant

interior pages with bold, engaging images. Containing large word labels, each page has foil or glitter

to behold or a tantalizing texture to touch. These safe novelty textures immediately intrigue babies

and are perfect for little fingers to feel. The Baby Touch and Feel series encourages sensory

development, language skills, and early reading skills while teaching colors, shapes, patterns, and

opposites.
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This book is not a sensory experience at all. Most pages have sparkly portions of trucks and the

ones that have an actual item to "touch" are so very small even my little guy's tiny fingers can hardly



feel, let's not discuss how his nine month old fingers and brain don't quite communicate properly

every time to follow the small area of material available for touching.Do not bother for the sensory

experience with this book

A very cute and nice board book for my little guy. Problem being the touch and feel pages as in the

'things that go' book, have too many shiny fill in pages between the cool pages. We don't think the

concrete mixer and shiny parts on the fire truck are interesting or cool at all. I think it takes away

from the book some. That's too bad. Could have been great

this is a nice book with bright colors, plain background and clear pictures. The size is perfect for little

hands and it is sturdy enough to survive being kicked, bite, step on , thrown ...My baby loves cars

and trucks , he even has his favorite picture .But just a warning , the title of this book is misleading

because there is very little to touch . most pictures have shiny or sparkly paper but just 3 or 4 have

texture and they don't cover much area.In my case it didn't matter much because my kid really

enjoys the book but when I bought it was expecting more textures .

My biggest complaint about these DK touch and feel books in general is that not every page has

something to touch! One page has a shiny truck with nothing to touch...but then the next page has

this creative bale of hay made out of plastic mesh with the farm loader! And then a shiny truck with

nothing to touch...and then a sticky cement for the roller! Hmm...the baby skips the pages with

nothing on them.

Perfect size for little ones. The "touch and feel" wasn't really noticible....but all in all, cute book

Okay book. There isn't as much to "feel" as other books.

My 1 year old loves this book. The touch and feel books are great to keep kiddos interested!

Captivating. Particularly impressed at author's ability to articulate the actual Fire Truck sound in text.

Without spoiling it for the reader- must read.
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